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SES-STERLING is a main supplier of expandable braided sleeving in thermoplast. 

PLIOSIL expandable braided sleeving is the ideal product to support and protect harnesses. 
SES-STERLING offers a wide range of expandable braided sleevings in different lengths, packaging, material and
colours.

• A6/1 - Expandable braided sleeving PLIOSIL

• A6/2 - Braided insulating sleeving PLIOSIL HT

• A6/3 - Braided sleeving for schielding PLIOSIL EMI

• A6/5 - Hot wire cutting machine

SES-STERLING offers a few useful hot wire cutters which have been specially adapted for this type of sleeving and allow an
optimal working. Use of these tools obviates fraying as the hot wire cuts and welds the sleeving at the same time. 

page type material temperatures
breakdown

strength specifications

A6/2-01 PLIOSIL HT fiberglass high
temperature treated -30 to +250°C 1kV UL 1441

A6/2-02 PLIOSIL HT-P fiberglass and
polyurethane coating -30 to +155°C 4kV -

A6/2-03 PLIOSIL HT-S
fiberglass with
silicone coating

-60 to +250°C

1,5kV
UL 1441

IEC60684-3-
400/402

2,5kV

4kV

page type material temperatures specifications norm
halogene

free

A6/1-01 PLIOSIL-PET PET -50 to +130°C UL94V2 DIN5510 X

A6/1-02 PLIOSIL PET-S PET -50 to +130°C UL94V2 - X

A6/1-03 PLIOSIL-PA PA6.6 -55 to +135°C UL94V2 DIN65164
DIN5510 X

A6/1-04 PLIOSIL-PET-VO PBT -50 to +150°C UL94V0 DIN5510 -

page type material temperatures
flame

resistance

A6/3-01 EMI copper filament -40 à +150°C VW1

page type power time to heat
cutting

temperature norms

A6/5-01
FILICUT 12V - 24W instant - NF EN 60335-

2-45

HSG 0 230V - 60W 6 to 8 sec 600°C 89/336/CEE
73/23/CEE

A6/5-02

PLIOCUT A 230V - 20W instant 400°C IEC-EN
61558-2-6

HSG 00 230V - 40W 6 to 8 sec 600°C -

IRODA butane - 650°C -
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Braided sleeving in lengths upon request 
As a special service, we supply braided sleeving in lengths as from 50mm. These lengths are 
cut with hot wire cutting machines.
Both ends are welded and thus will not fray. 
Please contact us.

Accessories:
Page

    Ligation with
• C12/01-01 our SES-QUICK cable ties 

• A1/1-01 our HELAVIA sleeves

• A4/90-01 SUSAM-340 bench support
Bench support especially made for the showing of 6 dispenser boxes which
are firmly gripped.

Packaging: PET PET-S PA PET-V0 HT HT-P HT-S EMI

• Boxes                                       
for standard use

X X X X

• Industrial packs on reels
for bulk consumers.

X X X X X X X

• Dispenser boxes
ideal for bench-work.

X

Storage and  dispenser
box

Open the punched
central hole when
dispensing the sleeving

Sleevings should be cut
with a hot wire or a hot
cutter thus cutting and
welding the polyester at
the same time

The remaining sleeving
is very well  protected in
the box and can be
stored in it.


